Sixty six meeting of the IAOA Executive Council (EC)
Virtual Meeting of 19 Sept. 2012

Attendees:
• Nicola Guarino (chair)
• John Bateman
• Stefano Borgo
• Michael Gruninger
• Oliver Kutz (elect)
• Frank Loebe (elect)
• Fabian Neuhaus (elect)
• Leo Obrst
• Francesca Quattri (invited)
• Laure Vieu
• Peter Yim

L. Vieu reported two proposals for hosting FOIS 2014 and further requests to organize it as co-localized event.

The EC discussed about the location of the Summer Institute 2013. There is the possibility to organize it in the same location as in 2011. Since there are also other options, N. Guarino and M. Gruninger will investigate and report at next meeting.

Available funds and the possible co-organization of a PhD/junior researcher workshop will be discussed at next meeting as well.

The sub-committee on lexicon/terminology, chaired by Todd Schneider and Adam Goldstein, is officially named "Ontology Terminology SubCommittee". The committee has a dedicated web page:
http://ontolog.cim3.net/cgi-bin/wiki.pl?IaoaOntologyTerminology
and a number of participants:
http://ontolog.cim3.net/cgi-bin/wiki.pl?IaoaOntologyTerminology#nid3F5C
IAOA members are invited to join.

O. Kutz and F. Quattri reported their review and suggestions on social media (work done together with A. Hashemi). The EC considered the possibility to cast interviews to participants at IAOA events. These should be post in the association blog.

Also, the IAOA blog will be online in a couple of weeks after a trial phase. Access is handled on an invitation/request basis, via email, for now. No restriction on content and commenting. Posting is encouraged.

Each EC member, including the newly elected, is by default subscribed to all the IAOA mailing lists (member, committees and SIGs).

(End of Report)